72
The L-MEB model has been progressively refined and improved (Wigneron et al., 2011 [26] , in 73 press [27]). The SMOS L2 and L3 algorithms are based on a bottom-up approach where the TB 74 contributions of 4 x 4 km land cover surfaces are convoluted using the antenna pattern to upscale the 75 TB simulations to the sensor resolution. The use of such a bottom-up approach to retrieve SM and τ 76 presents two main drawbacks. First this approach is impacted by the uncertainties associated with 77 the higher resolution auxiliary files, like the land cover maps, which are used to characterize the pixel 78 heterogeneity. Second, the approach is more time consuming as the exact antenna patterns have to 79 be applied for each view angle.
80
In this study an alternative SMOS product is presented, hereinafter referred to as SMOS-IC. This 
84
I. The SMOS-IC algorithm does not take into consideration pixel land use and assumes the 85 pixel to be homogeneous as suggested by Wigneron et al. 2012 [28] . The SM and τ retrieval 86 is performed over the whole pixel rather than over the fraction designated as either low 87 vegetation or forest. Note that this approach is similar to the one considered in the 88 development of the AMSR-E and SMAP SM algorithms (O'Neill et al., 2012 [25] ). By 89 simplifying the retrieval approach, the SMOS-IC product becomes independent of the 90 ECMWF soil moisture information currently used as auxiliary information to estimate TB in 91 the subordinate pixel fractions of heterogeneous pixels in the operational SMOS L2 and L3 92 algorithms (Kerr et al., 2012 [1] In SMOS-IC, this is not implemented, and the initialization of optical depth in the inversion 118 algorithm is based on a very simple approach (given in the following) and is completely 119 independent of the MODIS data. 120
An evaluation and calibration of SMOS-IC at local scale was performed in Fernandez-Moran et 121 al. (2016) [29] . The present study aims at presenting SMOS-IC and illustrating the main features of 122 the SMOS-IC SM and τ products at global scale, in comparison to the current SMOSL3 product. To 123 achieve this, the SMOS-IC and SMOSL3 SM products were compared against the ECMWF SM 124 product for ease of comparison. Furthermore, NDVI (Rouse et al., 1974 [33] ) from the Moderate-
125
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) was used as a vegetation index to analyze the 126 seasonal changes in the τ products from both SMOS-IC and SMOSL3. The NDVI index which is 127 derived from optical observations cannot be directly compared to the τ product, which is derived 128 from microwave observations. However, the NDVI index is a good indicator of the vegetation density
129
and it can be used to interpret the seasonal changes in the SMOS τ product at large scale as found by 
134
In section 2, we present a description of both SMOS algorithms (SMOSL3 and SMOS-IC) and of forest, and others as urban, water, etc.). In most of the cases, the SM retrieval is estimated from the 157 TB contribution which corresponds to areas with low vegetation (nominal fraction), while the TB 158 forest contribution is computed using ancillary data such as ECMWF SM. In other cases, the retrieval 159 is performed entirely over the forest fraction. Dynamic changes as freezing or rainfall events are 160 considered through ancillary weather data from ECMWF.
161
The SMOSL3 τ and SM retrievals are provided at different temporal resolutions: daily, 3-days, 
169
In SMOS-IC, we used the SMOS L3 TB product as input to the inversion algorithm. This product,
170
which includes many corrections, is very easy and convenient to use (conversely, the L2 and L3 171 algorithms are based on L1 C TB data). 184
172

SMOS-IC soil moisture and vegetation optical depth dataset
where θ is the incidence angle, rGP is the soil reflectivity, TG and TC are the soil and canopy 187 effective temperatures, γ is the vegetation transmissivity (or vegetation attenuation factor) and ω is 188 the effective scattering albedo (polarization effects are not taken into account for this parameter).
189
Roughness effects are parameterized through a semi-empirical approach initially developed by 
201
Under the assumption of isotropic conditions and no dependence of the vegetation optical depth 202 on polarization, the vegetation attenuation factor γ can be computed using the Beer's law as:
The retrieval of SM and τ involves the minimization of the following cost function x:
where N is the number of observations for different viewing angles (θ) and both polarizations
is the measured value over the SMOS pixels from the SMOSL3 TB product
208
(presented in section 2.2.2), σ(TB) is the standard deviation associated with the brightness 209 temperature measurements (this parameter was set to the constant value of 4 K in this study), TB (θ)
210
is the brightness temperature calculated using equation (1), P (i = 1, 2) is the value of the retrieved 211 parameter (SM, τ); P (i= 1, 2) is an a priori estimate of the parameter P ; and σ(P ) is the standard 212 deviation associated with this estimate. A constant initial value of 0.2 m 3 /m 3 was considered for SM 213 and σ(SM) and a value of 0.5 was considered for τ and 1 for σ(τ ). In SMOS-IC, the retrieval of SM and τ is performed over the totality of each pixel and the input 224 parameters HR and ω are consequently constant values for the whole pixel. However, due to the 225 heterogeneity present in all pixels, the input HR and ω parameters used in the retrieval are calculated 
249
ECMWF and MODIS data 254
The ECMWF dataset used in this study for the SM product inter-comparison was obtained from and is only considered for evaluation purpose in this study.
266
The ECMWF SM product represents the top 0-7 cm surface layer and it has been frequently 
271
The NDVI product used in this study was obtained from the 16 day NDVI MODIS Aqua and
272
Terra data, with a 1 km resolution. This product was re-gridded in the EASE 2.0 grid in order to make 
Data filtering
283
In the evaluation step, only ascending SMOS SM retrievals were selected (Al-Yaari et al., 2014
284
[8][53]). Flags associated with SMOSL3 were used to filter both SMOSL3 and SMOS-IC.
285
For the SMOSL3 SM product, a quality index (DQX) estimates the retrieval quality. In this study, data
286
with DQX > 0.06 m 3 /m 3 were excluded. In parallel, the Level 3 RFI probability flag was used to filter 287 out SM data contaminated by RFI. SM retrievals with an associated RFI probability higher than 20% . In this study, only significant correlations were considered by means of a p-value 308 filtering for SM retrievals, i.e. pixels where the p-value was above 0.05 were filtered out.
309
In order to evaluate τ, R was calculated as follows:
where τSMOS is the vegetation optical depth at nadir (τ) retrieved from the SMOSL3 or SMOS-IC 312 product. 
400
In order to identify possible patterns, Figure 6 shows a global map which illustrates the 401 differences of τ between both SMOS datasets (SMOSL3 minus SMOS-IC). This result shows that the 402 greatest differences between both τ datasets were found over forest areas, particularly tropical 
412
The lowest correlations were found generally over forests for both SMOS products; a result which 
464
The ECMWF SM data set used in this study is not "truth", and a larger inter-comparison of 
475
The τ results should also be interpreted with care: the NDVI index is derived from optical the results found in this study.
485
As for the Level 2 and 3 algorithms, based on rather complex and detailed concepts and auxiliary 486 data sets, the simple SMOS-IC algorithm will be improved regularly and will be used to improve L2 487 and L3 SMOS retrieval algorithms. These different approaches are complementary and a regular 488 inter-comparison analysis between them should be of great benefit to improve the L-MEB inversion,
489
and ultimately the SM and τ products retrieved from the SMOS observations.
